Product introduction

From the current lifestyle habits, many environmental factors can harm human skin, such as sunshine, environmental pollution, poor air quality, radiation pollution, cosmetics pollution and other factors leading to excessive secretion of skin oil.

Blackhead is actually the oxidation of excessive keratin and sebum in our skin and pore. If we do not pay attention to the usual facial cleanliness or incomplete cleanliness, blackhead, acne and grease secretion are excessive. Vacuum negative pressure pore cleaner is a cosmetic and skin care instrument which integrates many functions such as compact, blackhead removal, acne removal, grease and pore cleaning. This vacuum negative pressure pore cleaner adopts professional academy-level blackhead removal technology, generates vacuum negative pressure suction on the contact surface, cooperates with replaceable multiple cosmetic heads, deeply absorbs blackheads and excess oil secretions, and can also remove them. Kernel, delicate skin, reduce fine lines, give you a very good skin beauty experience!

Product introduction

Press one second to turn on the machine. Long press three seconds to shut down. Automatic shutdown after three minutes. Long press in function switch button to switch addition and subtraction.

Function key and pointer

Open the key

Specification

- Product Size: 192mm*46mm*59mm
- Output Voltage: 3.7V
- Battery Type: Lithium Battery
- Charging way: USBBattery
- Capacity: 400 mAh
- Output Power: 3w
- Texture of material: ABS
- weight: 190g

Matters needing attention

- Don’t let water or other flammable detergents enter this product.
- Don’t disassemble the collective housing or repair at will. Please notify the original factory for maintenance to avoid electric shock or malfunction.
- Don’t use abrasive or corrosive substances to clean this product.
- Please follow the instructions when using.
- No one shall dismantle, repair or modify this product.
- Warning:
  - Don’t use this product for any purpose other than the description.
  - To avoid misuse, children should not use this instrument.
  - Please place the product and related accessories in a cool and dry place.

Certificate of approval

This product is quality controlled by our company.
The performance parameters are in line with the technology.
The standard is approved to leave the factory.

Date of manufacture:
Inspection date:
Inspector:

Consumer information

Name:
Contact number:
Address:
Maintenance record:

warranty

This certificate is an important basis for the three guarantees of goods. Please keep it properly.
1. The warranty period is one year. In case of normal use failure, the company can repair it free of charge. The damage was caused by improper use. Damage caused by irresistible calamities.
The warranty has expired.
2. Please keep the card properly. If it is lost, it will not be renewed.
3. The guarantee card shall take effect after the dealer or agent USES the seal.
4. In case of replacement, please keep the package and accessories clean and complete.
This product has passed the strict quality test inspection, if it receives the commodity to have the next time or the damage, please handles the return and exchange matters within 7 days, if it has the missing part or the damage, does not accept the exchange.
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